COVID Secure Plan

**Laboratory use without research participants**

Both CHBH 128-Channel AND 52PR 64-Channel EEG laboratory

**QA/Phantom measurements and paradigm backup by EEG Support.**

- EEG Support to wash hands and use 70% Alcohol hand sanitiser before entering Lab.
- At EEG Support’s discretion to wear face covering when running QA/Phantom measurement.
- All non-essential items - coats, bags - to be left at home or left in Offices (if open for access), to reduce possible infection/contamination of surfaces and increasing cleaning time.

1) EEG Support to only use equipment, or enter rooms, relevant to the procedure.
2) EEG Support to use designated Operator chair.
3) EEG Support to clean all areas/equipment used after QA completed, following Cleaning Protocol.
4) Upon leaving (and locking if required) Lab, EEG Support to clean hands with Ant-Bac from hand dispenser.

**Single Operator, or dual usage (with “Shadower / Assistant”) when testing stimuli/equipment.**

- Operator/Shadower to wash hands and use 70% Alcohol hand sanitiser before entering Lab.
- At Operator’s discretion to wear face covering if working alone when testing stimuli/equipment.
- Operator/Shadower to wear face covering when testing stimuli/equipment if ...
  - Unable to 2m SD.
  - Requested to by Shadower/Operator.
- All non-essential items - coats, bags - to be left at home or left in Offices (if open for access), to reduce possible infection/contamination of surfaces and increasing cleaning time.

1) Operator/Shadower to only use equipment, or enter rooms, relevant to their testing.
2) Operator/Shadower to keep to designated chairs.
3) Operator/Shadower to clean all areas/equipment they have touched when finished, following Cleaning Protocol.
4) Upon leaving (and locking if required) Lab, Operator/Shadower to clean hands with 70% Alcohol hand sanitiser